
Introduction
On Friday 18th of December 2009 a woman was dragged
into Whitworth Park, close to the University of
Manchester, and raped as she walked home from a
Christmas party (BBC, 2009). We walked past the crime
scene the next day. For us, this brought to light the stark
reality of sexual violence and highlighted our own
emotions about the incident, where apparently ‘public’
spaces, such as parks, are perceived as spaces of danger.
Reading the NUS Hidden Marks survey (2010), we
discovered that other women students shared a perception
of fear of public spaces, despite the stark reality that crime
is more frequent in private than in public space (Pain,
1999). Something needed to be said, both about the crime
and people’s perceptions of spaces of fear. 

As Geography Undergraduate students, we knew that
maps could act as a powerful tool for expressing spatial
relationships and decided to adhere to stereotype by
indulging in mapmaking. Our ‘Maps in Society’ lecturer,
Chris Perkins of the University of Manchester, asked us to
complete a piece of coursework conducted in Manchester,
using a method of counter-mapping, thus, the coursework
aims strongly influenced the processes involved, in form
and in mapping. In line with this, we took a feminist
approach of subversion; instead of a typical quantitative
positivist mapping of women’s fear, which we felt was
inappropriate, we mapped women’s fear using map art. 

Art is unique in its ability to counteract and
challenge, to subvert and provoke, whereas Katharine
Harmon suggests that cartographers ‘submit to a tacit
agreement to obey certain mapping conventions, to speak
in a malleable but standard visualised language…

[whereas] artists are free to disobey these rules’ (2009: 10).
As such, there has been a growing trend among artists to
use cartography to make a political statement (Watson,
2009). This then provides an alternative, and we argue
more appropriate, method to traditional mapping,
particularly when exploring the emotional and subjective
notions of the perception of fear. The project attempts to
subvert the spatial expression of patriarchy (Valentine,
1989), exploring how it is created and how map art is an
appropriate technique for understanding its role in
regulating the female body. The project had three aims:

• To look at women students’ experiences of exclusion
from ‘public space’ through fear;

• To give a political message about what it is to be
excluded; and

• To challenge what is perceived to be a ‘public space’.

Fear of Crime
Fear of crime is gendered. The threat of sexual violence,
almost unfelt by men, causes women to distance
themselves from potential attackers, both in space and time
(Valentine, 1992; Stanko, 1995; Koskela, 1999; Madge,
1997; and Kosekela and Pain, 2000). Fear forces women to
take precautions, which restricts their access to parts of the
city (Koskela, 1999). This is often enacted in a spatial-
temporal relationship; they do not enter certain places at
night. Women who deviate from this norm are seen as
responsible for any harassment they receive. The process
of keeping the body safe becomes one of ‘performative
femininity’ (Pain, 1999: 126) restricting their independent
mobility as a form of self-preservation (Pain, 1997). 
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This ‘fear’ and ‘blame’ culture has resulted in a
curfew mentality that represents a spatial expression of
patriarchy (Valentine, 1989), which shapes life in cities
(Pain, 2001). Effectively, this fear of violence regulates
women’s bodies (ibid.) limiting their access to ‘public’
space allowing control through ‘patriarchal ideology and
violence’ (Dixon and Jones, 2006: 48). This project then,
aims to challenge the notion of ‘public space’. A space
cannot be considered ‘public’ when it is unavailable to
some of the people some of the time. 

In empirical studies of women’s fear of crime,
mapping has been utilized in order to understand the
spatiality of this emotion (Pain, 1997). However, the
statistical, empirical evidence of measured levels of fear is
limited; data are unavailable and due to their emotive
nature, sexual crimes are under-reported (Pain, 1997;
Stanko, 1987; 1995; and NUS, 2010). One such example,
attempting to visualize crime statistics is the series of
Abigail Reynolds’ works, entitled Mount Fear (MNtF).
Her project drew on 2001–2002 police data to create space
which seemed like imaginative fantasy, but challenged
conventional mapping of crime by deploying height to
represent the number of incidences of urban crimes,
overlain on an A–Z map (see Figure 1). The project also
covered Manchester, which, in line with our coursework
aims, was the focus of our map. MNtF attempted to
represent crime statistics in an extremely original way;
however, through using statistically-collated data, it is

positivist in its very nature. As such, it fails to
acknowledge the crime that goes unreported and fails to
look into people’s feelings of fear. 

The interpretation of much of this kind of data has
also been misunderstood and misrepresented. In
comparing the places of high incidence of assault and high
fear, no correlation has been found, leading to the
conclusions that such fear is ‘irrational’ (Pain, 1997;
Hough and Mayhew, 1983). Moreover, women are seen to
fear public rather than private space; whilst private space
is, in reality more dangerous (Pain, 1999). However, often
the objective data gathered does not actually answer the
subjective question we were asking; why do women fear
some places? It has been argued that the construction of a
women’s gender identity seems to include an idea of
vulnerability in public space (Day, 2001). Thus, the
perception of fear is a construction which regulates
women’s bodies and it is that which needs to be
challenged. We wished to examine this socio-cultural
perspective and the emotions behind it, rather than the
objective reality offered in other maps. 

Therefore, it can be argued that positivist
methodology and quantitative analysis, traditionally used
in mapping, are inappropriate when looking at human
behaviour. Fear of crime is ‘transitory and situational’
(Fattah and Sacco, 1989: 211), multi-faceted and
individual (Koskela and Pain, 2000). A qualitative
approach ought to be taken which reflects the individual’s
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Figure 1 Mount Fear Manchester (Reynolds, 2009) (used with the artist’s permission)



experiences in time. Map art, which highlights experience
and the aesthetic above scientific representation
(Crampton, 2009), is therefore more appropriate.

Method
In producing a feminist map we needed our methodology
to be underpinned with feminist ideology. As Moss (2002:
3) explains, this ideology should ‘influence all aspects of
the research process’. According to Kirsch (1999), this
means ensuring ‘research contributes toward enhancing –
and not interfering with – the lives of others’; the best way
to achieve this is through the collaboration of the
researchers with the researched wherever possible. As
women students we could blur the ‘boundaries between
researchers and participants’ (ibid.: xiv) using
ethnographic methods. However, in order not to assume
women students are a homogeneous group, as some
feminists are criticized for doing (see: The Combahee
River Collective in McCann and Kim, 2003), we also drew
upon the experiences of others. We felt the use of other
people in our piece is justified, firstly as the aim of the map
is to highlight their lived experiences and secondly,
through sharing the finished piece with other women
students at the ‘Reclaim the Night’ (RTN) march. 

Where to Map
Pain (1997) suggests that women fear dark, lonely and
unfamiliar places. This was confirmed by the data from the
Women’s Office (2010) on where ‘students felt unsafe in
Manchester’. Through considering their findings we
looked at streets, alleyways, and shopping centres, before
settling on parks. They were chosen in light of recent news
reports in both Whitworth and Platt Fields Park detailing
violent assaults against women at night (BBC, 2009). 

While attacks elsewhere are also reported, aesthetics
are a significant consideration for artistic mapping
practice. This meant that our decision was based on more
than just ethnography. The aesthetics of the parks and their
association with nature allowed us to relate them to the
female element with our project. Women are often viewed
as being synonymous with nature (Ortner, 1974); as such,
this stereotypical and rather loose concept was something
we wished to play with through the idea of parks as
inherently natural spaces that women (and other people)
do not always use – or feel part of – and cannot be
associated with. This subtle irony was something that
finally swayed our decision. 

We identified Platt Fields Park as the final location: it
was most accessible, looked clear on Ordnance Survey
mapping, was available through the Digimap service, and
was well frequented by the team members. We chose to
use Ordnance Survey mapping as it was easily accessible
online, provided a clear, workable format, and used bold
colours en bloc to highlight areas of the park with basic
symbols, making it simple to copy, whilst quite
importantly, still being recognizable when transferred onto
the body. 

We chose to create a highly performative and
embodied piece of map art, as we wanted to create
something which was dynamic and enacted (Perkins,
2009); speaking more of experience and emotion than of
scientific representation. By ‘branding’ the woman with
the ‘scientific’ map we were attempting to play with the
notion of a patriarchal male gaze eroticizing and
controlling the actions of a woman. By putting the model
in the place we were mapping, she was walking a route she
could not take at night; literally enacting the map which
has been drawn on her. 

Collecting Data
Kirsch (1999: xi) calls us to question ‘whose words – whose
reality – am I representing in my work?’ asking us to look
beyond ethnographic experiences to other women. This
caused us to reflect on our own positionality within the
work; we did not want to move away from the personal, but
to simply analogue other people’s experiences. With this in
mind, alongside the idea that positionality is inherent in all
research (Valentine, 2001) we collected data from a
combination of ethnographic and open-ended questions that
acknowledge and utilized our own experiences alongside
the thoughts and feelings of others. This generated material
that was ‘rich, detailed and multi-layered’ creating a picture
of events and allowing individuals to share their own
experiences (Silverman 1993: 15). 

Using an informal survey, we discussed with women
students the varying routes they would take during the day,
and night. We struggled to find people at first, suggesting
the park is less frequented than we had thought. But, of
those we surveyed, we found most totally avoided the park
at night due to fear of violence, or confrontation, even
when it provided the quickest route. Of those that did use
it at night most adjusted their route accordingly. This
confirmed that the park, while labelled as a ‘public’ space,
was actually not available to all of the people all of the
time. We collated the data and identified three main routes
through the park, which we then used to make one final
route on which to base our map

Making the Map
Using the data collated, we then set about making a route
through the park which the woman would not use at night.
We then identified three main locations at which we could
pinpoint the woman in her journey, each one represented
by one of the photos which made up our map. 

In the making of the map a number of considerations
were discussed at the various points in the process
(visualized in Figure 2). The initial considerations and
preliminary photos gave us a chance to consider location,
focus and positions. Eventually, we chose the neck,
shoulders and lower back, in order to emphasize the
femininity of the image but so as to not over-eroticize the
body. These areas of the body were also able to show-off
the OS-inspired map and the park well, as they covered a
large enough portion of skin for the image to appear
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embodied. We wanted to dress the woman in a black
evening dress, to show an ironic tension, as the evening
gown represents the temporal nature of the relationship
between women and ‘public’ space. 

We also wanted the piece to represent ‘natural’ space,
a place stereotypically defined as ‘female’ – to juxtapose
with the reality of public space, which is dominated by
men, for example, cities with urban industrial parks, are
typically male – as implied and defined by male-orientated
institutions. Alongside this, we had decided to use
Ordnance Survey as the basis for a map which aspires to a
(masculine) ideal of a ‘scientific’ and ‘neutral’ mapping
service, however it makes a social claim that space is
‘public’ despite the social reality that access to this ‘public’
space is effectively restricted after dark. Through
challenging this placement on the Ordnance Survey map,

we wished to challenge the notion that space is public. 

As feminists, we wanted our work to speak of the
experiences of any and all women, which meant that we
thought it was important not to show the woman’s face,
creating an anonymous image which highlights the
facelessness of fear. The body then, becomes the contours
of the map. Through this decision to keep the woman
faceless and anonymous, obviously a woman and yet not
overtly erotic, we were able to show that this is an
experience any woman could face. However, we did find
that keeping the image feminine whilst anonymous was a
challenging task, especially as painting the map in situ in
the park attracted attention from curious passers-by.
Despite the pre-prepared templates, distraction from
people in the shot and changes in lighting over the course
of the day meant that our process took longer than
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Figure 2 Diagram detailing the processes involved in making the counter-map



estimated in the field. When moving locations during the
shoot, we struggled to recreate our previous idea; the
lighting had changed and the shadows were longer. Lots of
adjustment was then necessary to ensure the natural lines
of the neck and shoulder remained, otherwise the image
had the potential to look disembodied.

Having selected our photos (see Figure 2 for the
process) there was some debate over whether it was in line
with feminist ideology to use the software ‘Adobe
Photoshop 7.0’ to edit the images. We decided it would be,
as long as the woman’s body was not edited. The lighting
in all three pictures was aligned and the background
blurring adjusted so as the woman and the Digimap were
prominent. The finished images were then printed and cut.
The framing took into consideration the proportions and
femininity of the body to background and the boldness of
the map. A triptych of square images were then mounted
alongside the legend, chosen in such a way as to tell the
story of the woman walking along the path, through the
park she wouldn’t be able to access at night. 

The Legend 
Just as a placard in an art gallery guides you through a
piece, so does a legend lead the reader through a map.
Denis Wood (1992) has argued that legends are an
important part of the map’s authoritative knowledge; they
do much more than simply guide, they actually help
naturalize culture. In the same vein, we used our legend to
further challenge traditional notions of mapping,
particularly to highlight the ways in which most maps deny
emotion and experience. In line with our earlier decisions
to use Ordnance Survey Digimap data on the model, we
chose to subvert an OS legend, as representative of a
traditional (male) top-down, scientific mapping which
ignores experience and emotion. We wanted to follow in
the footsteps of other scholars (e.g. Kwan, 2002) and
challenge traditionally masculine mapping which
highlights the ‘scientific’ and ‘natural’ to reflect our own
lived experience of the space through subverting the OS
legend (Figure 4).

We edited an OS Explorer legend in Microsoft
PowerPoint and emulated its proportions, font, layout and

colouring wherever possible so that it appeared, at a
glance, the same. The writing and symbology not only
guide the reader through the piece but also challenge
scientific claims of accuracy professed by Ordnance
Survey, replacing them with feminist observations. The
legend, alongside the framed map makes for a subversive
journey through women’s fear in ‘public space’. Our
images become the map itself.

Feedback and Political Realization
As part of our enactment of the mapping process we took
our map to Manchester University Student’s Union
Reclaim the Night (RTN) movement, where we were able
to perform the political message through both walking the
very streets we were talking about and getting feedback. In
this fashion, the feminist ideology could be realized. The
RTN movement seeks to challenge the fear-driven ‘curfew
mentality’ which controls the spatiality of women by
advising them to stay indoors after dark (Chan, 2004). The
Manchester student movement has recently focused on
reclaiming public space including Platt Fields Park.
Sharing our map with other women students, thus giving it
a platform, allowed us to show our research for mutual
benefit in line with our feminist ideals and methodology.
We mounted it like a piece of art and requested feedback.
By doing this we were able to see how our research
reflected the real experiences of women and how they
related to the map as both a political statement and a piece
of art. Overall, the reaction was positive, with people being
interested in the way we aimed to challenge the notion of
‘public’ space. 

Later, we went on to join the RTN march, which
went past the park where the original incident took place.
By doing this we, the cartographers, became part of a
political protest and engaged in fighting against the
institutions of patriarchy we were attempting to make a
statement about. Through RTN we were able to perform
our map, by displaying, interacting and conversing with
fellow feminists. At this stage in the process, the message
ceased to be a theoretical idea about ‘performativity’, and
became a lived reality; the map was called into being
through its performance. By literally performing our map
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Figure 3 The final piece
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Figure 4 Subversive legend detailing the journey, the space and the woman (image derived from OS mapping. Crown
Copyright Ordnance Survey. All rights reserved.)



art we were able to engage in a provocative part of protest;
as art, as a map, and as a visualization of the fight against
patriarchy itself. 

Concluding Remarks
The project has shown the value of subjective methods and
qualitative data in mapping experience. The piece of
feminist map art not only provides a clear and
representative depiction of space but also challenges
objective methods of mapping, with particular reference to
fear. The politically-charged messages could be decoded
through the use of the legend that in itself challenged
patriarchal top-down mapping and was realized through its
enactment, and interaction with RTN. 

This project was ambitious, but effective, as can be
seen through the feedback. It looked into and challenged
ideas of ‘public’ space, giving women students a forum to
express their experiences of exclusion due to fear. By
using a feminist ethnographic methodology, and showing
it at Reclaim the Night, we were able to perform our map
art in such a way that it became a political statement about
the way patriarchy controls space and the way in which
women are forced into a role of performative femininity.
We were also able to examine our own, and other
students’ exclusion from ‘public space’ through fear.
Indeed, we were able to challenge what ‘public space’
means. 

Art mapping enabled the performance, conveying
this message, expressing emotion and subjective
experience rather than an arguably far less appropriate
quantitative approach to mapping fear. Ultimately, the map
provided us with a powerful means of visualizing the
relationship between patriarchy, power, exclusion, and
space. 
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